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Houghton Golf Club/The Houghton Golf Academy and Performance Centre.  
 

1. What led you to becoming a PGA Professional?  
 
I have always played outdoor sports, mainly tennis, golf, and skiing. I chose golf as it 
appealed to me as being the more diverse, and definitely a never-ending discovery. I 
played on Tour (LET and Duramed Futures Tour in USA) for 12 years and I started 
coaching 15 years ago. I love working outdoors and feel privileged that my work 
environment is absorbed in Nature.  
 

2. What is your current job title?  
 
PGA Fellow Professional, Performance Coach, and TrackMan Master.  
Director of instruction of the Houghton Golf Academy. 
 

3. How long have you been in your current position?  
 
We built the Golf Academy three years ago and I have been working at Houghton 
Golf Club for five years.  
 

4. What have you implemented in your position the past 18 months that has 
contributed to the success of your facility/golf club/business?  
 
To have my assistant Ricki Dembo, PGA A Professional, joining me to coach full time 
at the Academy. We offer different packages to cater for everybody, from elites to 
beginners.  

5. Share a minimum of 2 successes that you have achieved in your position the past 
18 months. 
 
Ricki and I are basically fully booked week in week out. I have been re-confirmed as 
TrackMan and Performance Coach for the SA Women National Squads. Zethu Myeki 
turned Pro in 2020 and in her debut after not competing professionally for a year 
due to Covid-19, made 3 cuts out of 4 tournaments on the Sunshine Ladies Tour. She 

did it, not me       but we worked hard and well together. 



6. Do you have any environmental or sustainability goals that you have met and 
would like to share? 
 
I can say that I care about the environment in every part of my life. Recycling, 
pollution, energy saving and so. 

7. Please give us a brief outline of the path you took to lead you to your current 
position?  
 
I love golf, I love people and I want to be the best possible coach for all my students. 
This is why I invested in TrackMan, in Motor Learning studies, asked Houghton to 
build a world class Golf Academy with indoor and outdoor simulator. 
 

8. Why do you feel that you would be a good candidate to win this award?  
 
I do not know how to answer this to be honest. I leave it to my colleagues to decide 
why I could be a good candidate. Maybe time to support more women golfers? :) 

10. Would you like the PGA to share your profile via our social media platforms?  
Yes, sure. 
 

11. If you would like to, please share your social media platforms with us? 
LinkedIn Costanza Trussoni  
IG costanzatrussoni 


